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Recall: Redo Logging
Prepare

― Write all changes (in 
transaction) to log

Commit
― Single disk write to make 

transaction durable

Redo
― Copy changes to disk

Garbage collection
― Reclaim space in log

Recovery
― Read log
― Redo any operations for 

committed transactions
― Garbage collect log
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Recall: Two-Phase Locking (2PL)
1) Each transaction must obtain: 

― S (shared) or X (exclusive) lock on data before reading, 
― X (exclusive) lock on data before writing

2) A transaction can not request additional locks once it 
releases any locks
Thus, each transaction has a “growing phase” followed by 
a “shrinking phase”
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Lock Point!

Avoid deadlock
by acquiring locks
in some 
lexicographic order
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Distributed File Systems

Distributed File System: 
― Transparent access to files stored on a remote disk

You've used one! Your course accounts.
― Log into icluster22 or icluster23 or icluster24 – same files
― They're stored on some big box in ???

Network
Read File

Data
Client Server
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Naming Options

Explicit server names:
― fopen("inst-fs.eecs.berkeley.edu:/vol/inst/ff/cs162/foo","r")

Local "mount-point":
― (in some local configuration file) /home/ff inst-fs:/vol/inst/ff
― (then in some C code) fopen("/home/ff/cs162/foo","r")

Global namespace:
―meaningful names, some distributed database

Network
Read File

Data
Client Server
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Distributed Naming Goals
Location transparency

― application doesn't know where the data really is
― mount points, global namespace provide this

Migration transparency
― application can access same files if it moves to a 

different machine
― explicit server names, global namespace provide this
― mount points don't in general

(could be different on each machine)
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Mount Points
Local name for a filesystem

― Remote or not 

Multiple disks, inserted USB 
drive
Unified interface

― open(), rename(), etc. need to 
figure out which filesystem to 
use

mount
coeus:/sue

mount
kubi:/prog

mount
kubi:/jane
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Mount Points
Unix way:

― Some filesystem is the root (/)
― Other filesystems appear as 

ordinary directories within the – 
replacing what was in the "real" 
filesystem

― Part of file name resolution in kernel

Traditional windows way:
― Filesystems appear as "drive-

letters"
― C:/foo versus D:/foo

mount
coeus:/sue

mount
kubi:/prog

mount
kubi:/jane
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Enabling Factor: Virtual Filesystem 
(VFS)

VFS: Virtual abstraction similar to local file system
― Provides virtual inodes, files, etc.
― Compatible with a variety of local and remote file 

systems
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Enabling Factor: Virtual Filesystem 
(VFS)

VFS allows the same system call interface to be used 
for different types of file systems

― Common parts of the system call interface (name resolution, 
permission checking, file descriptors, caching) not implemented 
again for each kind of filesystem

In Linux, “VFS” stands for “Virtual Filesystem Switch”
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VFS: Common File Model in Linux

Four primary object types for VFS:
― superblock object: represents a specific mounted filesystem
― inode object: represents a specific file (or directory)
― dentry object: represents a directory entry
― file object: represents open file associated with process

May need to fit the model by faking it
― Example: make it look like directories are files
― Example: make it look like have inodes, superblocks, etc.
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Linux VFS

An operations object is contained within each primary object 
type to set operations of specific filesystems

― “super_operations”: methods that kernel can invoke on a specific 
filesystem, i.e. write_inode() and sync_fs().

― “inode_operations”: methods that kernel can invoke on a specific 
file, such as create() and link()

― “dentry_operations”: methods that kernel can invoke on a specific 
directory entry, such as d_compare() or d_delete()

― “file_operations”: methods that process can invoke on an open 
file, such as read() and write()

write() sys_write() filesystem’s
write method

user-space VFS filesystem physical
media
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VFS versus FUSE
FUSE – used in HW 3 – is a library built on top of the VFS
FUSE parts:

― Kernel component – implements VFS interface and 
translates VFS calls into remote procedure calls to a 
userspace component

― Low-level user library – receives forwarded VFS-like calls 
from kernel component and runs

― High-level user library – keeps track of information like file # 
→ pathname mappings to provide simpler interface for user 
library
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Simple Distributed File System

Remote Disk: Reads and writes forwarded to server
― Use Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) to translate local file system calls into 

remote ones 

Advantage: Completely consistent, easy to implement (if you have RPC)
Problems?  Performance!

― Going over network is slower than going to local memory
― Lots of network traffic – waiting for round-trips!

Client

Server

Read (RPC)
Return (Data)

Client

Write (RPC)

ACK

cache
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Server cache
F1:V1F1:V1

Caching to reduce network load
Read (RPC)

Return (Data)
Client

cache

Clients keep a local copy of files
Example: use buffer cache for remote files – just like a local disk
Fast! No network latency for open/read/write/close

F1:V1

read(f1) → V1
read(f1) → V1
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Server cache
F1:V1F1:V2

Caching to reduce network load
Read (RPC)

Return (Data)

Write (RPC)

ACK

Client

cache

Client

cache

What happens when someone else writes the file?
― We'll return the wrong version
― … even if they send the write to the server

Many solutions to this problem (later)

F1:V1

F1:V2

read(f1)

write(f1)

→ V1
read(f1) → V1
read(f1) → V1

→ OK

read(f1) → V1

read(f1) → V2
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Failures
What if server crashes? Can client wait until server 
comes back up and continue as before?

― Any data in server memory but not on disk can be lost
― Shared state across RPC: What if server crashes after 

seek? Then, when client does “read”, it will fail
― Message retries: suppose server crashes after it does 

UNIX “rm foo”, but before acknowledgment?
● Message system will retry: send it again
● How does it know not to delete it again? (could solve with 

two-phase commit protocol, but NFS takes a more ad hoc 
approach)

Crash!
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Failures
Example: open A, read 100 bytes, [server crash] 
read 10 bytes

― If the client did the result of the first read, will the second 
read return bytes 101-110?

― If the client did not  get the result of the first read, will it 
get bytes 101-200 when it retries it?

Example: client runs 'rm foo', doesn't get 
acknowledgement

― Can the client retry this safely?
― Should it tell the user that the rm failed?

Crash!
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Failures
NFS solution: Stateless protocol: A protocol in 
which all information required to process a request 
is passed with request

― Server keeps no state about client, except as hints to 
help improve performance (e.g. a cache)

― Thus, if server crashes and restarted, requests can 
continue where left off (in many cases)

What if client crashes?
― Might lose modified data in client cache

Crash!
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Network File System (NFS)
POSIX filesystem interface to applications:

― open, read, write, close + file descriptors

Kernel uses virtual file system (VFS) layer to dispatch calls to 
local filesystem or NFS service layer
NFS server layer makes RPC calls to NFS server

― not the same as VFS calls because stateless
― maintains local state about open files

Some caching
― More later
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NFSv2 RPC calls (subset)
LOOKUP(filename) → file ID (file #)

GETATTR(file ID) → metadata (size, owner, 
etc.)

READ(file ID, offset, length) → data

WRITE(file ID, data, offset) → data

CREATE(filename, metadata) → file ID

REMOVE(filename) → success or failure
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Local state for NFS
Map file descriptor → (server name, file ID, offset)

― maintained by clients
― servers only see file IDs + offsets

Don't need to recover this state on failure
― "Fate sharing"
― Application that needs it will crash anyways
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Retry on Failure + Idempotency
Client's strategy when server goes down:

― Retry until it works

Note: it may have already happened
Need idempotency – doing it twice is the 
same as doing it once

― Example: repeating WRITE(file ID, data, offset) 
doesn't change anything – overwrite the data with the 
same data
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Tricky Cases for Idempotency
REMOVE(filename) → success or failure

― What if the file already deleted, but reply is lost
― Retrying won't change anything – but will "fail"
― One (unsatisfying) solution: ignore failures ("advisory")
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Implementation of NFS
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Caching in NFS
Write-through:

― Server always has latest version of the file

For reads:
― Client checks for changes whenever file is opened
― Client polls periodically for changes (3-30 seconds)
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Client polls server periodically to check for changes
― Every 3-30 seconds
― Use old version until timeout

―

cache
F1:V2

Server

ACK

Client

cache

Client

cache

F1:V1

F1:V2

F1:V2

NFS Cache (in)consistency

F1 still ok?
No: (F1:V2)
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Caching in NFS
Write-through:

― Server always has latest version of the file

For reads:
― Client polls periodically for changes (3-30 seconds)

This allows inconsistencies!
― NFS's decision: files usually aren't shared close in 

time, so it's okay
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Why no invalidation?
Couldn't server tell clients that the file changed?

― Yes – but that's not stateless
― Dealing with crashes is a lot more complicated
― May hurt server performance – need to track all 

cached files of each client "just in case"
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Example: Start with file contents = “A”

Cache (In)consistency

Read: gets A

Read: parts of A or B

Write B

Write C

Read: parts of B or CClient 1:
Client 2:
Client 3: Read: parts of B or C

Time
Ideal view: As if single core system

― Reads and writes apparently occurred in a single order
― Always read all of the last-written version

NFS view:
― 30 second window where reads do not return latest version
― Overlapping writes mixed arbitrarily – may read parts of multiple versions
― Multiple files: May read some files as more up-to-date than others 
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Example: Start with file contents = “A”

Cache (In)consistency

Read: gets A

Read: parts of A or B

Write B

Write C

Read: parts of B or CClient 1:
Client 2:
Client 3: Read: parts of B or C

Time
Not even the same parts –

― Depends when during read (if ever) client 1 learns about 
C's write
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Andrew File System (1)
Andrew File System (AFS, late 80’s) → DCE DFS 
(commercial product)
Callbacks: Server records who has copy of file

― On changes, server immediately tells all with old copy
― No polling (periodic checking)

Means the server is not stateless
― If server goes down, it needs to relearn who has a copy 

of the file
― How? Asks every client. 
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Andrew File System (2)
Write through on close()

― Updates visible to other clients only after the file is 
closed

― Only write whole files

Applications don't see updates until they reopen 
file

― Client decides which version then

→ Result: never see "parts of B and "C"
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Andrew File System (3)
Data cached on local disk of client as well as 
memory

― Cache can be huge – lots of cache hits
― On open with a cache miss (file not on local disk):

● Get file from server, set up callback with server 
― On write followed by close:

● Send copy to server; tells all clients with copies to fetch new 
version from server on next open (using callbacks)
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Naming Options

Explicit server names:
― fopen("inst-fs.eecs.berkeley.edu:/vol/inst/ff/cs162/foo","r")

Local "mount-point":
― (in some local configuration file) /home/ff inst-fs:/vol/inst/ff
― (then in some C code) fopen("/home/ff/cs162/foo","r")

Global namespace:
―meaningful names, some distributed database

Network
Read File

Data
Client Server
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AFS: Naming
Globally identified "cells" (from DNS):
/afs/cs.cmu.edu/...

Same name on every machine everywhere
Same "root" mount point (/afs) on every machine
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Summary: VFS
Operating systems need to support multiple 
filesystems

… at the same time
Thus:

― Mount points – single namespace with different parts  
backed by different filesystems

― VFS – single interface implemented by multiple kinds 
of filesystems
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Summary: Distributed File Systems 
(1)
Basic idea: Forward VFS calls to a remote 
machine (server)
But – reliability issues:

― Use simpler API to recover from remote machine 
failures

― Example: stateless API so remote machine doesn't 
track open file positions at all
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Summary: Distributed File Systems 
(2)
And – performance issues:

― Still want to cache locally

Problem: How to keep cache in sync?
Two solutions for reads:

― Recheck periodically (still allows some inconsistency)
― Callbacks

For writes: usually write-through...
― But maybe only on close
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What is Computer Security Today?
Computing in the presence of an adversary!

― Adversary is the security field’s defining characteristic

Reliability, robustness, and fault tolerance
― Dealing with Mother Nature (random failures)

Security
― Dealing with actions of a knowledgeable attacker dedicated to 

causing harm
― Surviving malice, and not just mischance

Wherever there is an adversary, there is a computer 
security problem!
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Protection vs. Security
Protection: mechanisms for controlling access of 
programs, processes, or users to resources

― Page table mechanism; round-robin schedule; data encryption

Security: use of protection to prevent misuse of resources
― Misuse defined with respect to policy

● E.g.: prevent exposure of certain sensitive information
● E.g.: prevent unauthorized modification/deletion of data

― Need to consider external environment the system operates in
● Most well-constructed system cannot protect information if user 

accidentally reveals password – social engineering challenge
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An adversary?
Malicious – the adversary will always do the 
worst thing they can do
Key question – what access do they have?

― Can they replace my keyboard?
― Can they intercept all my network communications?
― Can they grab my hard disk when I'm not using it?
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"Misuse of resources"?
Depends on the system!
Is it okay if other people can read my files?

― Web server: yes! (some of them)
― My laptop: no!

Is it okay if other people can store data on my 
machine?

― Mail server: yes!
― My laptop: no!
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Example Security Requirements
Authentication 

― Ensures that a user is who is claiming to be

Data integrity 
― Ensure that data is not changed from source to destination or after 

being written on a storage device 

Confidentiality 
― Ensures that data is read only by authorized users

Non-repudiation
― Sender/client can’t later claim didn’t send/write data
― Receiver/server can’t claim didn’t receive/write data
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Authorization: Who Can Do What?
How do we decide who is 
authorized to do actions in the 
system?
Access Control Matrix: contains
all permissions in the system

― Resources across top 
● Files, Devices, etc…

― Domains in columns
● A domain might be a user or a 

group of users
● E.g. above: User D3 can read F2 or 

execute F3
― In practice, table would be huge and 

sparse!
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Authorization: Two Implementation 
Choices
Access Control Lists: store permissions with object

― Who (what processes) are allowed to do what to this 
object?

Capability List: each process tracks which objects 
has permission to touch

― What objects am I (my process) allowed to do things 
with?
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Capability List
Example: page table

― List of physical pages process has access to

Example: file descriptors
― List of open files process has access to

Trick: List of objects that can be used can be same 
as "handle" to access objects

― Doesn't have to work this way
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Access Control Lists
Store permissions with object
Example: NTFS files – in metadata for each file

― List of (user or group, read or write or execute or …)

Example: Unix files – in metadata for each file
― One user ("owner") – read and/or write and/or execute

● Owner also has "change access control list" access
― One group – read and/or write and/or execute
― Default setting ("world") – read and/or write and/or 

execute
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Access Control Lists
Cons:

― Maybe lots of users
― Settings scattered across many files
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Authorization: Two Implementation 
Choices
Access Control Lists: store permissions with object

― Who (what processes) are allowed to do what to this 
object?

Capability List: each process tracks which objects 
has permission to touch

― What objects am I (my process) allowed to do things 
with?
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Authorization: Combination Approach
Users have capabilities – 
groups or roles
Everyone with a particular 
role/group is "equivalent" for 
group resources
Each process is assigned 
one more users/groups/roles
Can access resources if any 
ACL entry matches

Objects have ACLs
― ACLs can refer to roles – 

users or groups
― Change object 

permissions  object by 
modifying ACL

― Change broad user 
permissions via changes 
in group membership

― Possessors of proper 
credentials get access
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Authorization: How to Revoke?
How does one revoke someone’s access rights to a 
particular object?

― Easy with ACLs: just remove entry from the list
― Takes effect immediately since the ACL is checked on each 

object access

Harder to do with capabilities since they aren’t stored 
with the object being controlled:

― Not so bad in a single machine: could keep all capability lists 
in a well-known place (e.g., the OS capability table).

― Very hard in distributed system, where remote hosts may 
have crashed or may not cooperate (more in a future lecture)
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Revoking Capabilities
Various approaches to revoking capabilities:

― Put expiration dates on capabilities and force 
reacquisition

― Put epoch numbers on capabilities and revoke all 
capabilities by bumping the epoch number (which gets 
checked on each access attempt)

― Maintain back pointers to all capabilities that have 
been handed out (Tough if capabilities can be copied)

― Maintain a revocation list that gets checked on every 
access attempt
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Authorization on Unix
Information in process control block:

― User ID
― Group ID list

Inherited on fork

Checked against file permissions stored in inode 
on open():

― User ID + read/write/execute
― Group ID + read/write/execute
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Authorization on Unix: UID checks
Remember sigaction() + kill():

― Rule: can only send signals caller's UID matches your 
UID

Changing file permissions?
― UID needs to match "owner"

Checked on system call entry
― Can't be checked in the system library, programs could 

 cheat and substitute their own version
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Authorization on Unix: Superuser
User ID 0 is special:

― AKA superuser, root
― Some system calls only work as root – shutdown, 

mount new filesystems, etc.
― Automatically passes all permission checks
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How does login work?

How does this program work? It needs to...
Change user IDs, and
Check if the password is correct

somemachine login: joeuser
Password: ********
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How does login work?

How does this program work? It needs to...
Change user IDs, and
Check if the password is correct

somemachine login: joeuser
Password: ********
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Changing user IDs
System call (with OS library wrapper):
int setuid(uid_t uid);

Changes UID of current process
Only works for superuser (mostly)
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How does login work?

How does this program work? It needs to...
Change user IDs, and
Read passwords

somemachine login: joeuser
Password: ********
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Local Unix password storage
/etc/shadow

― not readable anyone but superuser
― contains passwords processed with one-way function

Why a one-way function?
― Make it less bad if someone gets a copy of 

/etc/shadow
― They can still try a lot of passwords – trillions easily!
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How does sudo work?

sudo: utility to run a command with superuser 
permissions

― Started by non-superuser

Recall: current UID inherited across fork()

joeuser@somemachine$ sudo restart
Password: ********
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How does sudo work?
Extra file metadata on executables:

― set-user-ID

exec() system call changes user ID if this is set to 
the owner of the executable

sudo program is owned by root and has set-user-
ID bit set

― Allows it to read /etc/shadow, config files 
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set-user-ID programs
"Gate" to higher privilege

― Give controlled access to extra functionality
― Make authorization policy outside of the kernel
― Make authentication policy (decide who is who) outside of 

kernel

Need to write such programs really carefully
― What if stdin, stdout, stderr start closed?
― What if PATH environment variable is set to something 

ridiculous?
― …
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Recall: Handling system calls safely
Same work as interrupts to enter/leave
Copy arguments from user registers/memory (!)

― Carefully check memory locations!

Validate arguments
― Kernel can't crash if user code is broken/malicious

Do operation
Copy result back into user registers/memory

― Carefully check memory locations!
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Authentication: Identifying Users
Passwords/passphrases

― Shared secret between two parties
― Typically typed by user

Authentication Tokens / Smart Cards
― Electronics embedded in card capable of providing long 

passwords or satisfying challenge/response queries
― Sometimes with display to show temporary password
― Typical goals: can't be copied; need to have it physically to 

use it

Biometrics
― Use of one or more intrinsic physical or behavioral traits to 

identify someone
― Examples: fingerprint reader, palm reader, retinal scan
― Can be copied
― Most useful if someone will arrest you if you're putting a piece of 

gel on the fingerprint scanner
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Passwords: How easy to guess?
Ways of Compromising Passwords

― Password Guessing: 
● Often people use obvious information like birthday, favorite color, girlfriend’s name, etc…

― Dictionary Attack: 
● Work way through dictionary and compare encrypted version of dictionary words with entries in /etc/passwd

― Dumpster Diving:
● Find pieces of paper with passwords written on them
● (Also used to get social-security numbers, etc)

Paradox: 
― Short passwords are easy to crack
― Long ones, people write down!

Technology means we have to use longer passwords
― UNIX initially required lowercase, 5-letter passwords: total of 265=10million passwords

● In 1975, 10ms to check a password 1 day to crack
● In 2005, .01μs to check a password 0.1 seconds to crack
● Even faster today (use multiple processors)

― Takes less time to check for all words in the dictionary!



69https://xkcd.com/936/ 

https://xkcd.com/936/
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Securing Communication: 
Cryptography 
Cryptography: communication in the presence of 
adversaries

Studied for thousands of years
― See the Simon Singh’s The Code Book for an excellent, highly 

readable history

Central goal: confidentiality
― How to encode information so that an adversary can’t extract it, but a 

friend can

General premise: there is a key, possession of which allows 
decoding, but without which decoding is infeasible

― Thus, key must be kept secret and not guessable
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An Untrusted Network
Assume adversary Eve on network can

― drop messages
― change messages
― read message
― repeat messages
― create messages with arbitrary content

But can't:
― access our machines except by sending messages on 

the network
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Some Untrusted Storgae
Assume adversary Eve on filesystem can

― remove files
― change files
― read files
― copy files
― create files with arbitrary content

But can't:
― access our programs except by sending messages on 

the network (they're stored on a different filesystem)
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Goal: The Secure Channel
Alice sends a sequence of messages to Bob
Goals:

― Confidentiality: Eve does not learn the contents of the 
messages

― Authenticity: Bob receives messages only from Alice 
with the contents she choose

― Bob knows what order the messages come in and if 
there are holes

Idea: Like a private wire from Alice to Bob
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Do we have enough?
If Eve and Alice start with the same information...
How can Bob tell who sent him a message?
Answer: He can't.
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One solution: Shared secrets
Bob needs to know something about Alice securely 
(or vice-versa).
One example:

― They agree on a password in advance (knowing Eve 
isn't watching)
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Symmetric Key Encryption
Math to rescue!

― encryption function E(key, message)
― decryption function D(key, message)

Confidentality: Eve can't learn anything about message or key 
from E(key, message) without knowing key

Internet
Encrypt with
secret key

Decrypt with
secret key

Plaintext (m)       m

Ciphertext = Encrypt(secret, m)

Alice Bob
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Encryption != authenticatoin
Problem: What if Eve sends junk? Is that a valid message?
What will Decrypt(secret, random junk) be?

Internet
(with Eve)

Encrypt with
secret key

Decrypt with
secret key

Plaintext (m)       m

Ciphertext = Encrypt(secret, m) Random Junk
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Encryption != authenticatoin
Eve might be able to manipulate messages meaningfully

― "Transfer $10 to Eve"
― Example: Change value to something else by replacing that part of 

the message with junk (or can do even better, sometimes!)

Internet
(with Eve)

Encrypt with
secret key

Decrypt with
secret key

Plaintext (m)       m'

Ciphertext = Encrypt(secret, m) Ciphertext' = f(Encrypt(secret, m))
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Symmetric Key Authentication:
Message Authentication Codes
More math to the rescue!

― authenticate: tag = MAC(key, message)

Authentication: Eve can't produce the correct tag 
without knowing the correct tag

 

Internet
Encrypt + Authenticate
with secret keys

Decrypt + Verify with
secret key

Plaintext (m)       m

Ciphertext = Encrypt(secret1, m)

Tag = MAC(secret2, Ciphertext)

Alice Bob
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Symmetric Key Authentication:
Message Authentication Codes
More math to the rescue!

― authenticate: tag = MAC(key, message)

Authentication: Eve can't produce the correct tag 
without knowing the correct tag

 

Internet (Eve)
Encrypt + Authenticate
with secret keys

Decrypt + Verify with
secret key

Plaintext (m) message was invalid

tag, ciphertext tag, changed ciphertext

Alice Bob
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Authenticated Encryption
ciphertext, tag = EncryptThenMAC(key, message)
invalid or message =

ValidateThenDecrypt(key, message)
Combine and encryption and MAC function

― AES-GCM = encryption AES-CTR + MAC AES-GMAC
― AES-CBC + HMAC-SHA256
― (Caution: want independent keys!)
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Authenticated Encryption
ciphertext, tag = EncryptThenMAC(key, message)
invalid or message =

ValidateThenDecrypt(key, message)
Combine and encryption and MAC function

― AES-GCM = encryption AES-CTR + MAC AES-GMAC
― AES-CBC + HMAC-SHA256
― (Caution: want independent keys!)

Cryptographic primitives: Building blocks!
Example: AES (Advanced Encryption Standard):
AES-Encrypt(key, 128-bit block X) = 128-bit block Y
AES-Decrypt(key, 128-bit block Y) = 128-bit block X

Use these to build encryption, authentication for 
arbitrary-length messages
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Recall: The Secure Channel
Alice sends a sequence of messages to Bob
Goals:

― Confidentiality: Eve does not learn the contents of the 
messages

― Authenticity: Bob receives messages only from Alice 
with the contents she choose

― Bob knows what order the messages come in and 
if there are holes

Idea: Like a private wire from Alice to Bob
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Guaranteeing Order
Bob knows what order the messages come in and 
if there are holes

One solution: All messages start with a message 
number

― Bob needs to remember the last message number 
used with the secret key

― Note that Eve can resend a very old message, so Bob 
can't reset the numbering without choosing a new key
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Public Key Cryptography
Problem: Need to agree on a secret
Can we avoid that?
Alternative: key pair

― One key Bob can publish to everyone (Alice and Carol) 
– a public key

― One key Bob can keep to himself only – a private key

Advantage:
― Can distribute key to everybody
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Asymmetric Encryption
Encrypt(public-key, message) = ciphertext
Decrypt(private-key, ciphertext) = message

Internet
Encrypt with
Bob's public key

Decrypt with
Bob's private key

Plaintext (m)       m

Ciphertext = Encrypt(Bob's public key, m)

Alice Bob
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Asymmetric Authentication
AKA Digital Signatures
Sign(private-key, message) = signature

Verify(public-key, signature, message) = yes or no

Internet
Sign with
Alice's private key

Verify with
Alice's public key

Plaintext (m)       m

m, Signature = Sign(Alice's private key, m)

Alice Bob
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Asymmetric Authentication
AKA Digital Signatures
Sign(private-key, message) = signature

Verify(public-key, signature, message) = yes or no

Internet
(Eve)Sign with

Alice's private key
Verify with
Alice's public key

Plaintext (m)       INVALID MESSAGE

m, Signature = Sign(Alice's private key, m) m', Fake Signature

Alice Bob
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Bootstraping Symmetric Crypto
Alice wants to share a secret with Bob?

― Encrypt(Alice's public key,
"The password is bar")

Then use symmetric encryption + authentication
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Bootstraping Asymmetric Crypto
Suppose: Alice and Bob both trust Trent and know 
his public key.
Trent produces this message:

― Sign(Trent's private key,
"Alice's public key is XXXXXXXX")

― Called a certificate

Then Bob can send this to Alice.
Trent is called a certificate authority
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Certificate Authorities in the Wild
List of Trents distributed with operating systems, 
browsers
Trusted to produce public keys for websites

Are they worthy of this trust????
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Certificate Validation
E(HSHA256(KApublic, www.amazon.com, …), KSprivate)), 
KApublic, www.amazon.com, …

HSHA256(KApublic, www.amazon.com, …)

E(HSHA256(…), KSpublic))
(recall, KSpublic hardwired)

=

Yes

Validation successful

Validation failed
No

HSHA256(KApublic, www.amazon.com, …)

HSHA256(KApublic, www.amazon.com, ..)

Certificate
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TLS / HTTPS (1)
HTTPS → "secure" HTTP
Handshake:

― Browser says what types of 
symmetric, asymmetric 
encryption it supports

― Server chooses from browser's 
list, sends certificate

Next step depends on what's 
selected

Browser Amazon

Hello.  I support
(RSA+AES128+SHA2) or

(ECDHE+RSA+AES128+SHA2) 

or  …

Let’s use

TLS+RSA+AES128+SHA2
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TLS / HTTPS (1)
One example: RSA key exchange
Client sends a random value 
encrypted to the key in the certificate

This value is used to create 
symmetric keys

Not the best approach in TLS: want 
"forward secrecy"

― Use temporary key pairs so 
compromising the permanent key won't 
allow decryption after the fact

Browser Amazon
Encrypt(server's public key, 

random value)

Encrypt(random value + 

other stuf, ...)
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Public Key Cryptography (1)
Invented in the 1970s

― Revolutionized cryptography
― (Was actually invented earlier by British intelligence)

How can we construct an encryption/decryption 
algorithm using a key pair with the public/private 
properties? 

― Answer: Number Theory

Generally slower, larger messages than 
symmetric crypto
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Public Key Crypto Algorithms
Based on modular exponentiation of large integers:

― RSA-based
● Rivest / Shamir / Adleman, 1977; RFC 3447
● Probably most widely used

― DH-based schemes (ElGamal, DSA, ...)

Elliptic curve-based approaches:
― Mathematically similar to DH-based schemes
― Based on "curves" (fields in the abstract Algebra sense) in a 

Galois-field space
― Shorter keys and signatures and encrypted messages than 

modular-exponentiation-based approaches

(and more, less common ones)
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